Golden Rice is the name of a rice that has been genetically modified (GM, or genetically engineered) to produce beta-carotene, which the body can convert into vitamin A. This beta-carotene gives the rice grains the yellowish colour that has inspired its name.

Golden Rice was developed by two European scientists, Ingo Potrykus and Peter Beyer, who later licensed the technology to the major biotechnology and seed company Syngenta (at that time Zeneca) for commercial use. As per the agreement, the company could develop Golden Rice commercially, but had to offer it free for “humanitarian use” (use in low-income, food-deficit countries, and for the use of farmers who earn $10,000 or less per year from farming). Syngenta negotiated licenses with other institutions and biotechnology companies, including Monsanto, to access the numerous patents and technologies needed to develop Golden Rice. In 2004, Syngenta donated its research to the “Golden Rice Humanitarian Board” and ended its commercial involvement in Golden Rice, though it retains the commercial rights. The ongoing research and development of Golden Rice is now managed by the Golden Rice Project. The Project is governed by the Golden Rice Humanitarian Board, and involves various partner institutions across Asia through the Golden Rice Network, which is responsible for technology transfer. The International Rice Research Institute (IRRI), in the Philippines, is the hub of this network. Funding for the Golden Rice Project comes from the Rockefeller Foundation, Harvest Plus (which is funded by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and the World Bank), the Swiss Development and Collaboration Agency, the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID), the Syngenta Foundation, and a number of other national agencies and institutions.

Golden Rice has been under development for over 20 years, and is still being tested in the Philippines. In these years, over a hundred million dollars has been spent on development and advertising. IRRI researchers do not specify when it will be ready for commercial planting.

---

1 Intellectual Property Rights and Technical Property Rights, belonging to 32 different companies and universities, were used in the initial experiments.
VITAMIN A DEFICIENCY

The biotechnology industry claims that Golden Rice will be an important intervention to address vitamin A deficiency, or VAD. VAD is a serious problem in communities facing malnutrition and food insecurity. Its impacts are particularly severe for children and, if not dealt with, VAD can lead to blindness, and in severe cases, even death. The UN World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that 250 million preschool-age children in the world are deficient in vitamin A. Approximately 250,000 to 500,000 of these children become blind every year.\(^9\)

VAD can be addressed through a combination of strategies, including dietary diversification, food fortification and supplementation. According to the WHO, supplementation programs around the world have averted approximately 1.25 million deaths since 1998,\(^10\) and have reduced the risk of xerophthalmia\(^ii\) by approximately 90% and mortality by approximately 23–30% in young children.\(^11\)

HOW GOLDEN RICE FAILS

Golden Rice is being field-tested and has not yet been submitted to any government for approval for human consumption or growing. Field tests have been permitted in the Philippines. There is currently no GM rice on the market anywhere in the world.

1. Golden Rice has not yet lived up to its promise

The first version of Golden Rice that was developed produced 1.6 micrograms of carotenoids per gram of rice\(^12\) (only half of which was beta-carotene).\(^13\) This meant that a 2-year-old would need to eat 7 kilos of cooked golden rice a day to meet their required daily intake of vitamin A, and a breastfeeding mother would need to eat 9 kilos of cooked rice.\(^14\)

In 2005, Syngenta announced “Golden Rice 2”, claiming that they had solved this initial problem. The company’s researchers estimated that a child could obtain half of their required vitamin A intake from eating 72 g of dry Golden Rice 2 every day.\(^15\)

In 2013, the IRRI confirmed that “it has not yet been determined whether daily consumption of Golden Rice does improve the vitamin A status of people who are vitamin A deficient and could therefore reduce related conditions such as night blindness.”\(^16\)

According to IRRI, the yields of Golden Rice that have been tested “were not consistent across locations and seasons.”\(^17\) Researchers are now working to develop varieties that are suitable for Asian agricultural systems, and are as productive as their non-GM counterparts.\(^18\) Proponents of Golden Rice often claim that opposition has prevented the crop from helping millions of people, but in reality Golden Rice is still in development, and will not be ready for several years.\(^19\)

2. Golden Rice has not been adequately tested for bioavailability

Vitamin A can only be absorbed by the body when it is consumed along with fat. Children and adults suffering from VAD, which is most commonly caused by malnutrition, often do not have access to fat in their diets.

Two studies have been conducted to assess the bioavailability of vitamin A in Golden Rice. The first study, published in 2012, fed Golden Rice to five American adults, and concluded that beta-carotene in Golden Rice was effectively converted to vitamin A in humans.\(^20\) However, the study has been critiqued for having several inconsistencies, including the carotenoid levels in the rice used, the small number of test persons, and the high amount of variability in the results.\(^21,22\)

In addition, the study participants were given the rice along with butter, meat,
nuts and vegetables, and none of them were suffering from any of the disorders commonly faced by malnourished children or adults. These results do not reflect the conditions of those suffering from VAD. The second study, also in 2012 and authored by some of the same scientists, fed Golden Rice to 72 Chinese children between the ages of 6 and 8. The study concluded that one serving of Golden Rice could provide half a child’s recommended intake of vitamin A. However, this study also fed children balanced meals with fats, demonstrating, as professors Dominic Glover and Glenn Stone point out, “only that Golden Rice worked in children who did not need it.”

The researchers of this study also violated both U.S. federal regulations and Tufts University’s ethics policies. Among other violations, researchers fed Golden Rice to children in China without informing their parents that the rice their children were eating was genetically modified, and changed the study protocol after it had been approved. Due to these violations, in 2013, Tufts University barred the lead researcher from conducting human research for two years.

3. Golden Rice has not been adequately tested for storage and degradation

No tests have been done to assess the shelf life of the carotenoids in Golden Rice. This is especially important because rice is often stored for long periods of time before it is consumed, and carotenoids can break down in the presence of light, heat and oxygen. Further, detailed studies also need to be conducted on the effects of various kinds of cooking methods on the beta-carotene levels in the rice.

4. Golden Rice has not been adequately tested for safety

There has been one assessment of potential allergenicity but no other toxicological studies or animal feeding trials have been carried out to assess possible health risks of Golden Rice. IRRI has announced that animal feeding trials will be conducted in the US, but no details or results have been published so far.

Proponents and developers of the genetically modified rice argue that such testing is not needed. In fact, when facing criticism about the study that tested Golden Rice on Chinese children, Adrian Dubock, the manager of the Golden Rice Project and a former Syngenta employee, said, “Golden Rice contains the food colours found everywhere in coloured, natural foods and the environment. There is no possible way the trials could do any harm to the participants.”

5. Golden Rice poses environmental risks

Proponents argue that since rice is largely self-pollinating, Golden Rice will not contaminate non-GM rice varieties. However, studies in China have shown that GM rice can in fact cross-pollinate with some common varieties of wild and weedy rice. This contamination could affect both wild rice populations and the cultivated rice seed supply, and it would be very difficult – or impossible – to reverse such contamination. GM rice could also contaminate the rice supply after harvest, by mixing with the non-GM rice supply. The environmental, economic and social impacts of any contamination would be particularly serious in Asia, which is the centre of origin for rice and where rice is often a staple food in daily diets.

6. Golden Rice is expensive and unnecessary

Millions of dollars have been spent on developing Golden Rice, and on promoting it. By 2001, $100-million dollars had already been spent on developing the rice, and another $50-million on ads for it. This number has grown significantly since then, as more research funds have been injected into the project. These important resources could have gone towards developing and expanding existing and proven approaches to addressing VAD, and implementing them for the communities that urgently need them.

“The best way to avoid micronutrient deficiencies is by way of a varied diet, rich in vegetables, fruits and animal products. The second best approach, especially for those who cannot afford a balanced diet, is by way of nutrient-dense staple crops.” — The Golden Rice Project
Solutions that support people to grow vitamin-A rich foods, on small-scale farms and home gardens, are accessible, affordable, provide multiple benefits, and can be community-owned and managed. Perhaps most importantly, along with effectively countering VAD, such a strategy also helps address the root problem of poverty and hunger.

THE REAL PROBLEM

Golden Rice does not address the real problem. Vitamin A deficiency is not an isolated issue: it is a symptom of hunger and malnutrition, which in turn are caused by poverty and inequality. These are deep-rooted and complex socio-economic problems.

Because VAD is a symptom of inadequate nutrition, children who suffer from VAD are often also lacking in other micronutrients. Furthermore, the body effectively absorbs vitamin A only when it has sufficient levels of other nutrients, such as zinc and vitamin E, as well as fat and protein. In this context, intervention strategies that target more than one nutrient deficiency, and those that go deeper to target the root cause of malnutrition and hunger are effective in the longer-term.

THE REAL SOLUTION

Complex socio-economic problems like hunger and poverty call for long-term, sustainable and broad-based solutions. Ensuring that people have access to a diverse and healthy diet, as well as the means to produce food, addresses a whole host of micronutrient deficiencies and health problems, while also being responsive to social and economic problems.

VAD, in particular, can be addressed with several existing and proven measures. In fact, there are a number of examples of highly successful intervention programs from around the world, which are targeted to suit the needs of the communities they are working with. The massive resources being spent on developing and marketing Golden Rice would be better used to help improve such initiatives and expand their reach.

The WHO and the United Nations Standing Committee on Nutrition (UNSCN) both recommend a multi-tiered and integrated approach to combatting VAD. This includes supplementation and breast-feeding, which are effective in the short term, as well as food fortification, which helps maintain adequate nutrient levels, and diet diversification, which is a lasting approach to building food security.

Vitamin A supplementation and breastfeeding

Several countries have had fast success with Vitamin A supplementation programs. Supplementation involves administering 1 or 2 doses of high-dose vitamin A capsules to children every year. These capsules are effective, easy to administer, and a single dose costs just a couple of cents. According to the WHO, “For deficient children, the periodic supply of high-dose vitamin A in swift, simple, low-cost, high-benefit interventions has [...] produced remarkable results, reducing mortality by 23% overall.” In 2014, 69% of targeted children in priority countries were protected with two doses of supplementation.

The Philippines introduced a vitamin A supplementation program in 1999. The supplementation was combined with food fortification, nutrition education programs and encouraging home and school food production. VAD in preschool children was reduced from 40% in 2003 to 15% in 2008. The WHO considers 15% the level at or below which deficiency is no longer considered a public health problem. Levels of VAD in the Philippines are now below 5%.

The promotion of breastfeeding is another important way to reduce VAD. According to the WHO, “since breast milk is a natural source of vitamin A, promoting breastfeeding is the best way to protect babies from VAD.”

World Health Organization
Food fortification

Food fortification plays a complementary role in addressing VAD. While supplementation can reduce VAD levels rapidly and effectively in the short-term, food fortification can help maintain these improvements by providing regular intake of vitamin A. Food fortification has proven to be a very effective way of providing micronutrients to populations in developed countries as well; in some European countries, fortified foods like margarine contribute approximately 20% of the required vitamin A intake.

Along with vitamin A, micronutrients such as iron, iodine, zinc and other vitamins are also added to flours, cereals, oils, salt and sugar. Several countries in Latin America, including Guatemala, El Salvador and Cuba, fortify sugar supplies with vitamin A and have reduced levels of VAD.

Programs supporting the use of conventionally bred crops that have high levels of vitamin A have also been beneficial. Initiatives encouraging families to grow orange-flesh sweet potatoes instead of the more common white-flesh ones have greatly reduced VAD in some African countries. Eating just one small orange-fleshed sweet potato a day provides enough vitamin A for a young child.

Access to a healthy and diverse diet

The Golden Rice Project itself states that, “the best way to avoid micronutrient deficiencies is by way of a varied diet, rich in vegetables, fruits and animal products.” This is true. For instance, a child can, on average, get their daily requirement of vitamin A from:
- 75 gms (approx. 2.6 oz) of spinach
- 50 gms of cassava leaves
- 133 gms of taro leaves
- 2 tablespoons of yellow sweet potatoes
- ½ cup of most dark leafy vegetables
- 2/3rd of a medium size mango

or for that matter, even very small quantities of several crops native to Asia and Africa, such as jute, mustard, drumstick, pumpkin, yam and carrots. In addition, for the body to absorb beta-carotene, it must be receiving fat, protein and other nutrients. Few children who are severely malnourished are getting either. A more sustainable solution would be to commit resources to support home gardening, nutrition education, diverse crop production, and strengthening agricultural systems and infrastructure to make food security attainable. Such solutions are significantly more cost-effective than the multi-million-dollar Golden Rice project. Homestead gardens, for instance, have been found to be very successful in reducing night blindness in children, at a cost of approximately $8 per garden. In addition, these approaches are sustainable in the long-term, address multiple nutrient deficiencies simultaneously, strengthen food security, and can help supplement family sources of income. The UNSCN recommends supporting local, small-scale agriculture as a promising and effective long-term approach to maintain agricultural diversity, improve nutrition levels and minimize the ecological impact of agriculture.

Bangladesh’s Homestead Food Production Program, implemented by several organizations and supported by Helen Keller International, is one example of a highly successful approach to eradicating VAD. The program encourages and supports families to set up home gardens and small-scale animal husbandry projects, most often tended by women. It has been effective in reducing VAD and other micronutrient deficiencies, while also empowering women and creating approximately 60,000 rural jobs.

Families who had home gardens were found to be consuming significantly higher levels of vegetables and eggs, and had an increased intake of vitamin A. Combined with nutrition education, this approach has increased vitamin A consumption, as well as broader food security and empowerment of women, for millions of people.

These examples point to a number of effective strategies to reduce VAD. Such programs are affordable and effective and, taken together, present an integrated approach for addressing the short- and long-term health impacts of micronutrient deficiencies. There is, however, a need to continue to strengthen these programs, and expand them to have greater coverage. Hunger and malnutrition remain significant problems, and micronutrient deficiencies affect a large number of children globally, especially in Africa and South Central Asia.

The millions of dollars that have been poured into developing and marketing Golden Rice over the past 20 years could have been much more effectively and immediately used to expand less costly, proven, and long-lasting solutions with multiple benefits.
OTHER REPORTS AND RESOURCES:


Golden Lies: No credibility for Golden Rice Campaign by Christoph Then for Testbiotech. 2014. Available at: http://www.testbiotech.org/en
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This factsheet and other resources and updates are posted at www.cban.ca/GoldenRice
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